What Testing Solutions Offers:

Private, One-on-One Tutoring & Test Preparation for the ACT and/or SAT . . . $750 for 15 hours or $500 for 10 hours. With one-on-one tutoring, we will work together on each section of the test for which he or she is studying. We’ll cover all the tricks, tips, concepts and basic test-taking skills for which they will be tested. We will develop an individual study and testing strategy to help you achieve your goals. We typically meet once a week in 60 or 90 minute sessions. The tutoring fee includes all the student's study materials, practice materials and as many practice tests he or she wants to take.

Classroom/Group Tutoring & Test Preparation for the ACT and/or SAT . . . $600 for 15 hours. These are small classes, capped at an enrollment of 8 students. Classes are kept small so your child is not just a number. The same concepts are covered in both the Private Tutoring and Small Group Classes. This is also a good alternative if your son or daughter wants to be tutored with a group of friends. Working with your friends can help encourage the learning process and involvement in the class. Also, if you live in an outlying county, your child can carpool with friends to class and save on gas. The tutoring fee includes all the student's study materials, practice materials and as many practice tests he or she wants to take.

Guided Self-Study for the ACT and/or SAT . . . $325 for self-study kit, which includes presentation slides, worksheets and practice book. Reviews of each section of your specific test (SAT, ACT or PSAT). Each review contains strategies, tips and tricks for each section of the test, as well as worksheets to re-enforce the concepts taught in the review. Unlike videos, which move at their own pace, you can move at your pace with the Guided Self-Study. The slides advance only when you tell them to and after each concept within each section you have a worksheet you can work on to re-enforce that concept right then and there. I can always be reached via email to assist with any concepts your son or daughter is struggling with.

Weekend Workshop for the ACT and/or SAT . . . $130 for a 3 hour workshop for either the SAT or the ACT. Workshops are offered on Saturdays only and alternate each week from the SAT to the ACT. The fee covers the tutoring, practice book and a workbook that I have created to help re-enforce key concepts in each section of the ACT or SAT. I do request that the parents register their son or daughter at least a week in advance so that I can ensure that I have enough materials for each student. Also, attendance will be limited, so parents and students may want to register early if they have a day in mind.

One-on-One Tutoring for the GMAT or GRE . . . $750 for 10 hours. It will focus on all the tricks, tips, concepts and basic test-taking skills. Since the GMAT and GRE are computer adaptive tests, the strategy for test taking is different than you might be used to. We will develop an individual study and testing strategy to help you achieve your goals. We typically meet once a week in 60 or 90 minute sessions and scheduling is flexible so we can work around you school or work schedule. The tutoring fee includes all the student's study materials, practice materials and 2 computer adaptive practice tests.